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Abstract
Currently, an approach involving a coder with a combined structure for compressing images combining several different
coders, the system for connecting them to various bit planes, and the control system for these connections have not been
studied. Thus, there is a need to develop a structure and study the effectiveness of a combined codec for compressing
images of various types without loss in the spatial domain based on arithmetic and (Run-Length Encoding) RLE-coding
algorithms. The essence of separate effective coding is to use independent coders of the same type or one coder connected
to the planes alternately in order to compress the higher and lower bit planes of the image or their combinations. In this
paper, the results of studying the effectiveness of using a combination of arithmetic and RLE coding for several types of
images are presented. As a result of developing this structure, the effectiveness of combined coding for compressing
the differences in the channels of hyperspectral images (HSI) has been established, as hyperspectral images consist of
multi-spectral bands, instead of just the typical three bands (RGB) or (YCbCr) found in regular images. Where, each
pixel in a hyperspectral image represents the entire spectrum of light reflected by the object or scene at that particular
location.
Keywords
Combined effective coding, Lossless image compression, Arithmetic coding, RLE coding, Bit planes, Hyperspectral
images.

I. INTRODUCTION

On images of various types, the highest compression ratio is
shown by different codecs. This is due to the fact, that the
distributions of values in the bit-planes of images are differ-
ent [1–6]. It can also be assumed that different bit-planes of
one image can be better compressed using different codecs.
Thus, for images of various types (satellite, medical, thermal,
hyperspectral, etc.), the highest compression ratios are pos-
sible with various combinations of codecs of bit-planes.This
approach involves a coder for image compression with a com-
bined structure that combines several different coders, and
the system for connecting them to different bit planes and

also the system for managing these connections, is not practi-
cally explored at present. In the modern image compression
codecs [7–16], one processing algorithm for all bit planes is
used. Indirect confirmations of the efficiency of combined
coding can be found in EZW, SPIHT, SPECK codec struc-
tures [17–19], which provide separate coding of bit planes
and provide the possibility of using the lower bit planes with
equiprobable repetition of zeros and ones without coding, as
well as in the JPEG 2000 codec structure [11], which provides
the possibility of using two algorithms for image compres-
sion lossless and lossy. However, in the considered codecs,
different coding algorithms are not applied to different bit
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planes. The efficiency of separate coding of bit planes is
analyzed in [20, 21], but only for the RLE coder [22]. The
results of studying the effectiveness of using a combination of
arithmetic and RLE-coding are presented in [21], but only for
several types of images. Insufficient study of the combined
approach to image coding is associated with an increase in
computational complexity: time (due to the additional cost
of choosing the encoding algorithm) and spatial (due to the
additional memory cost for implementing several encoding al-
gorithms).However, with the development of the element base,
the increase in the computational complexity of coding be-
comes less critical compared to an increase in the compression
ratio, especially for applications involving the transmission of
images in real time through channels with limited bandwidth.
In addition, it is possible to use a combination of codecs with
a complex and simple structure, which leads to a relatively
small increase in computational complexity. The most inter-
esting in this regard are arithmetic [23] and RLE [22] codecs.
The arithmetic codec is a part of the JPEG 2000 codec core
and allows to achieve high image compression ratios. The
RLE-codec has a relatively low computational complexity,
because it has found a widespread use as a part of various
image compression codecs and archivers.

The aim of this work is to develop the structure and study
the effectiveness of a combined codec for compressing images
of various types without loss in the spatial domain, based on
arithmetic and RLE coding algorithms.

II. SEPARATE EFFECTIVE CODING OF BIT
PLANES OF IMAGES

To develop the structure of a combined image compression
lossless codec in the spatial domain, a study of the effective-
ness of separate coding of bit-plane images using arithmetic
and RLE coders was conducted. The essence of separate effec-
tive coding is to use for compression the high and low image
bit planes or their combinations of independent coders of the
same type or one coder connected to the planes alternately, as
shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Separate effective coding of image bit planes scheme

Bit planes B(r) are formed from the same bits of r pixels
i(R,y,x) of an R-bit image I(R)= ∥i(R,y,x))∥(y=0,Y−1,x=0,X−1)
and represent a matrix B(r) = ∥b(r,y,x))∥(y=0,Y−1,x=0,X−1),
consisting of zeros and ones (b(r,y,x) = {0,1}), the size

Y × X of which coincides with the size Y × X of the original
image I (R). The values i(R,y,x) and b(r,y,x) are related by
(1).

i(R,y,x) =
R−1

∑
r=0

2rb(r,y,x) (1)

at y = 0,Y −1, x = 0,X−1.
The combination of multiple rC bit planes (0 < rC < R)

from rL to rH (rH > rL,rC = rH − rL +1) represents a ma-
trix IC(rL,rH) = ∥iC(rL,rH ,y,x)∥(y=0,Y−1,x=0,X−1), the values
iC (rL,rH ,y,x) of which have rC bits, will be expressed by (2).

iC (rL,rH ,y,x) =
rH

∑
r=rL

2r−rL b(r,y,x) (2)

at y = 0,Y −1, x = 0,X−1.
For a special case rH = rL, the equality holds iC(rL,rH ,y,x)=

b(rL,y,x).
Tables (I, II, and III) show the average compression ratios

of the bit planes of 8-bit (R = 8) satellite, portrait, medical
grayscale, and landscape thermal images Fig. 2(a), as well
as the differences of spectral channels of 16-bit (R = 16) hy-
perspectral images (HSI), as shown in Fig. 2(b). The RLE
and arithmetic coders (AC) are used for compression. The
averaging of values of compression coefficients is made on 8
test images of each type.

Fig. 2. Examples of images
(a) 8-bit grayscale image; (b) differences of spectral channels
of 16-bit hyperspectral image

The RLE coder is applied separately for each bit plane
( fRLE(B(r)) at r = 0,R−1), where fRLE – is RLE-coding
function. Based on the resulting code size ⟨ fRLE (B(r))⟩ (in
bits), the partial compression ratios are calculated using the
expression (3).

CRRLE (r) = Y X/⟨ fRLE (B(r))⟩ (3)

at r = 0,R−1, where ⟨ ⟩ – represents the code size calculation
operator.
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TABLE I.
AVERAGE COMPRESSION RATIOS OF IMAGE BIT PLANES FOR THE RLE CODER

Bit planes Partial and full compression ratios of bit planes of images
Grayscale satellite Grayscale portrait Grayscale medical Landscape thermal Differences of spectral channels

7 (15) 1.74466 1.56655 10.47579 1.17699 18318.4105 (1.4104)
6 (14) 1.12429 0.86344 3.50286 0.5182 18318.8455(50909.6075)
5 (13) 0.63831 0.6439 2.12782 0.34866 1157.6183(50909.6075)
4 (12) 0.42969 0.43127 1.10178 0.36688 1.1011 (50909.6075)
3 (11) 0.39203 0.40328 0.74446 0.33853 0.2947 (50909.6075)
2 (10) 0.40096 0.48656 0.50431 0.33297 0.2553 (50909.6075)
1 (9) 0.39986 0.50185 0.38566 0.36361 0.2450(45954.3425)
0 (8) 0.40006 0.44505 0.33411 0.38925 0.2494(36585.6001)
All 0.51390 0.52599 0.73092 0.40438 0.81049

TABLE II.
AVERAGE COMPRESSION RATIOS OF IMAGE BIT PLANES FOR THE ARITHMETIC CODER

Bit planes
(high/low)

Partial (full) compression ratios high/low of bit planes of images
Grayscale satellite Grayscale portrait Grayscale medical Landscape thermal

7/6–0 25.7676/1.0804 (1.2272) 13.0135/1.2382 (1.3941) 13.0135/1.6706 (1.8720) 27.4541/1.1168 (1.2689)
7–6/5–0 3.5595/1.0246 (1.2150) 2.2076/1.1635 (1.2982) 6.39613/1.5153 (1.8473) 2.8637/1.0581 (1.2550)
7–5/4–0 3.0243/1.0015 (1.3113) 1.9414/1.1058 (1.2886) 3.9399/1.3923 (1.7935) 2.2112/1.0244 (1.2816)
7–4/3–0 2.2277/0.9912 (1.3543) 1.7919/1.0650 (1.3209) 3.2933/1.2982 (1.8250) 1.9459/1.0045 (1.3239)
7–3/2–0 1.8680/0.9870 (1.3905) 1.6408/1.0244 (1.3295) 2.8619/1.2243 (1.8878) 1.7454/0.9925 (1.3578)
7–2/1–0 1.6625/0.9806 (1.4111) 1.5466/1.0208 (1.3577) 2.5539/1.1666 (1.9586) 1.5976/0.9827 (1.3810)
7–1/0 1.5246/0.9621 (1.4186) 1.4963/0.9358 (1.3821) 2.3217/1.0958 (2.0332) 1.4915/0.9649 (1.3958)

Encoding test images in their entirety (without splitting
into bit planes) using the RLE coder does not result in com-
pression (⟨ fRLE (I (R))⟩ ≥ RY X).

The arithmetic coder is applied separately for higher
( fAC (iC (rHL,rHH ,y,x))) and lower ( fAC (iC (rLL,rLH ,y,x))) bit
planes (rHH > rHL,rLH = rHL−1,rLH > rLL,rLL ≥ 0), where
fAC is the function of arithmetic coding. Partial compression
ratios are calculated using expressions (4) and (5).

CRAC (rHL,rHH)= (rHH − rHL +1)Y X/⟨ fAC (IC (rHL,rHH))⟩
(4)

CRAC (rLL,rLH) = (rLH − rLL +1)Y X/⟨ fAC (IC (rLL,rLH))⟩
(5)

The bit plane 15 of the differences of the HSI spectral
channels contains the codes of the signs of the values of the
differences: 0 – plus, 1 – minus and is encoded separately
( fAC (B(15))). Tables (I, II, and III) also show the full com-
pression ratios CRRLE (R) and CRAC (R) of all bit-planes of
the images, taking into account the volume of codes of indi-
vidual bit-planes and their combinations, which are calculated
using expressions (6) and (7).

CRRLE (R) =
RY X

∑
R−1
r=0 ⟨ fRLE (B(r))⟩

(6)

CRAC (R) =
RY X

⟨ fAC (IC (rHL,rHH))⟩+ ⟨ fAC (IC (rLL,rLH))⟩
(7)

Table I shows that the RLE coder allows compressing
the two highest (r = 7,6) medical bit-planes and one high
(r = 7) bit-plane of portrait 8-bit grayscale images, as well as
9–11 high-order bit planes, starting from 14-th, of the differ-
ences of the spectral channels of HSI. For the remaining bit
planes will not be used in compression. Moreover, even in the
case of compression, the RLE coder is inferior in efficiency
to the arithmetic coder on all types of images (CR RLE (r)>
1,CRRLE (r)<CRAC (rHL,rHH) , CRRLE (r)<CRAC (rLL,rLH)),
except for the differences in the HSI channels, which is as-
sociated with a high probability of zeros in their higher bit
planes.

The use of an arithmetic coder for the lower bit-plane of 8-
bit grayscale images (⟨ fAC (IC (0,0))⟩> Y X ⇒CRAC (0,0)< 1)
and 2 lower bit planes of 16-bit differences of the HSI chan-
nels (⟨ fAC (IC (0,1))⟩> 2Y X ⇒CRAC (0,1)< 1), is usually
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TABLE III.
AVERAGE COMPRESSION RATIOS OF BIT PLANES FOR DIFFERENCES

IN THE HSI CHANNELS FOR THE ARITHMETIC CODER
Bit planes
(high/low)

Partial (full) compression ratios
high/low of bit planes of images

Bit planes
(high/low)

Partial (full) compression ratios
high/low of bit planes of images

15/14–0 0.5706/2.4806 (2.0414) 14–7/6–0 119.2902/1.1660 (2.6355)
14/13–0 15.6852/2.3152 (2.6180) 14–6/5–0 92.6252/1.0025 (2.6136)
14–13/12–0 31.3705/2.1498 (2.6180) 14–5/4–0 94.0904/0.8537 (2.6491)
14–12/11–0 47.0557/1.9844 (2.6180) 14–4/3–0 93.4257/0.7415 (2.7321)
14–11/10–0 62.7409/1.8191 (2.6180) 14–3/2–0 22.6167/0.6888 (2.9558)
14–10/9–0 78.4262/1.6537 (2.6180) 14–2/1–0 6.5078/0.6497 (3.0008)
14–9/8–0 94.1114/1.4883 (2.6180) 14–1/0 3.9643/0.6073 (3.0477)
14–8/7–0 109.7933/1.3235 (2.6191)

not effective. In other cases, the arithmetic coder provides
compression of individual bit planes and their combinations.
Moreover, when coding the higher bit planes of differences in
the HSI channels, the arithmetic coder shows the worst results
in comparison with the RLE coder.

When coding test images in their entirety (without sepa-
ration into bit-planes) using the arithmetic ( fAC (I (R))) and
RLE ( fRLE (I (R))) coders, the following average compres-
sion ratios were obtained: satellite images – CRAC =1.22 and
CRRLE = 0.95 times; portrait images – CRAC =1.35 and CRRLE
=1.04 times; medical images – CRAC =1.86 and CRRLE =1.62
times; landscape thermal images – CRAC =2.13 and CRRLE
=1.69 times; differences of HSI channels – CRAC =2.29 and
CRRLE =1.02 times. The comparison of these results with
the data given in Tables (I, II, and III), shows that sepa-
rate coding of bit planes ( fRLE (B(r)) at r = 0,R−1 and
fAC (IC (rHL,rHH)) , fAC (IC (rLL,rLH)) at rHH = R−1,rHH >
rHL,rLH = rHL−1,rLH > rLL, rLL = 0) allows to increase the
compression ratio of images compared to their direct coding
( fRLE (I (R)) and fAC (I (R))).

III. COMBINED EFFECTIVE CODING OF
IMAGE BIT PLANES

To increase the lossless image compression ratio, the com-
bined effective coding is used. Its essence consists in us-
ing to compress the highest image bit planes or their com-
binations, several coders of various types ( fRLE (B(r)) and
fAC (IC (rHL,rHH))), better taking into account the distribu-

tion of their values, and directly incorporate in the coding
result of the lower bit planes ( fNC (B(r)) at r ≥ 0 or
fNC (IC (0,rLH)) at rLH ≥ 0), the coding of which is not ef-
fective (⟨ fRLE (B(r))⟩ ≥ Y X at r ≥ 0 or ⟨ fAC (IC (0,rLH))⟩ ≥
(rLH +1)Y X at rLH ≥ 0), as shown in Fig. 3, where fNC –
is the direct transfer function of the lower bit planes without
coding.

Tables (I, II, and III) show that combined coding is effec-

Fig. 3. Combined effective coding of image bit planes scheme

tive for compressing the differences of HSI channels.
HSI P = {P(i)}(i=0,NC−1) is a collection NC of spectral

channels P(i) = ∥P(y,x, i)∥(y=0,Y−1,x=0,X−1) of size Y ×X
pixels and bit depth DB. Each spectral channel corresponds to
a specific part of the spectrum.

To estimate the pixel correlation of the i–th P(i) and j–th
P( j) HSI channels, the values of mean error MEP (i, j) are
used, which is calculated using (8).

MEP (i, j) =
Y−1

∑
y=0

X−1

∑
x=0
|p(y,x, i)− p(y,x, j)|/(Y X) (8)

where | | – is modulo operation.
Fig. 4(a) shows the dependence of MEP (i, j) on the spec-

tral channel number at i = 24 and j = 0,NC−1, NC = 68.
To estimate the bitwise correlation of the b-th bit planes of

the i–th P(i) and j–th P( j) channels of hyperspectral images
HSI, the values of mean error MEB (b, i, j) are used, which is
calculated using (9).

MEB (b, i, j) =
∑

Y−1
y=0 ∑

X−1
x=0 (p(y,x,b, i)⊕ p(y,x,b, j))

Y X
(9)

where ⊕ – operation ≪Exclusive OR≫.
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For example, in Fig. 4(b, c, d) are shown the dependences
of MEB (b, i, j) on the spectral channel number at i = 24, b =
{12,5,0} and j = 0,NC−1, NC = 68.

Fig. 3 shows that, HSI bit planes have different correlation
properties. Higher planes determine the general form of the
error distribution function, while lower planes practically do
not correlate and slightly affect the general form of the error
distribution function.

Table IV shows the most effective combinations of arith-
metic and RLE coders for the bit planes of the four differences
of adjacent channels of the test HSI taken from the Aviris
database [24], and the compression ratios CRC, corresponding
to these combinations.

The compression ratio for combined effective coding is
calculated using (10).

CRC =
RY X

S1 +S2 +S3
(10)

where S1,S2,S3 are calculated by using the expressions (11),
(12), and (13) respectively.

S1 =
M

∑
m=1
⟨ fRLE (B(r (m)))⟩ (11)

S2 =
N

∑
n=1
⟨ fAC (IC (rL (n) ,rH (n)))⟩ (12)

S3 =
P−1

∑
p=0
⟨ fNC (B(p))⟩ (13)

at R = M +N + P, rH (n) > rL (n), M ≥ 0, N ≥ 0, P ≥ 0,
where M – is the number of bit planes encoded using the
RLE coder; N – is the number of bit planes encoded using
the arithmetic coder; P – is the number of bit planes, directly
transferred to the resulting code.

Based on the Table IV, the following rule of combined
coding of differences of neighboring HSI channels is pro-
posed, which determines the formation of the resulting code
CC: it is necessary to use the arithmetic coder for the highest
sign plane and bit planes 8–2, the RLE coder – for bit planes
14–9, transfer without coding – for bit planes 1–0, which is
determined by (14).

CC← fAC (B(15))⊕ fRLE (B(14))⊕·· ·⊕ fRLE (B(9)) (14)

⊕ fAC (IC (2,8))⊕ fNC (IC (0,1))

it provides the code size ⟨CC⟩, equal to (15).

⟨CC⟩= ⟨ fAC (B(15))⟩+
14

∑
r=9
⟨ fRLE (B(r))⟩ (15)

+⟨ fAC (IC (2,8))⟩+ ⟨ fNC (IC (0,1))⟩

and compression ratio CRC, equal to (16).

CRC =
16Y X
⟨CC⟩

(16)

where ⊕ – is the concatenation operator, which forms the
resulting code from the fragments, corresponding to bit planes
and their combinations.

From Table IV, it follows that combined coding allows
to increase the compression ratio of the differences of neigh-
boring HSI channels by an average of CRC/CRAC = 1.4 and
CRC/CRRLE = 3.1 times compared to arithmetic and RLE-
coding respectively.

The proposed rule allows to synthesize the structure of
HSI coder as shown in Fig. 5. It consists of a combined coder
of differences of HSI channels and a HSI reference channel
coder. The combination of arithmetic and RLE coders as a
part of the coder of the differences of HSI channels differs
from the effective combinations considered in Table IV, which
leads to a decrease in compression ratio, but does not require
the use of additional switching and control units in codecs.
The gain in the compression ratio of the differences of the
neighboring HSI channels is on average CRC/CRAC = 1.2 and
CRC/CRRLE = 2.6 times compared to arithmetic and RLE-
coding, respectively. To encode the HSI reference channel,
the arithmetic coder is used, to which 12 high-order bit planes
of the reference channel are fed, and 4 lower-order bit planes
are directly transferred to the resulting code. This structure
follows from an analysis of the effectiveness of separate cod-
ing of bit planes of HSI channels, which shows that, as a rule,
from 2 to 6 lower bit planes are not compressed using the
arithmetic coder.

In Tables V, VI are shown the compression ratios of the
higher and lower bit planes for the 24th spectral channel of
16-bit HSI-1, as shown in Fig. 6, and HSI-2 with dimensions
of 2048×614 and 1024×614 pixels, respectively.

Tables V and VI, show that the coding of the lower bit
planes of the spectral channels in some cases is not effective
and the compression ratio of the HSI can be increased by
using the lower bit planes without coding.

The arithmetic coding (AC) blocks are considered the
most computationally complex elements of the HSI coder.
They are operating at frequencies Y XCAC f and Y XCAC f/(N−1)
in the part of coders of the differences of spectral channels
and reference channel of HSI, respectively, where N – is the
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Fig. 4. Dependences of the mean error on the spectral channel number: (a) for pixel inter-channel correlation;
(b) for bitwise inter-channel correlation (12th bit plane); (c) for bitwise inter-channel correlation (5th bit plane);

(d) for bitwise inter-channel correlation (0th bit plane)

number of spectral channels; CAC > 1 – is a coefficient taking
into account the computational (time) complexity of the arith-
metic coder compared to RLE (operate at frequency Y X f ); f
– is clock frequency f = N fI ; fI – is HSI formation frequency.
It is found, experimentally, that CAC ≈ 11.

The structure of HSI coder also includes spectral channel
multiplexers, operating at a frequency f at the control inputs
and at a frequency 16Y X f at the data inputs; a multiplexer of
codes of bit planes of differences of spectral channels, operat-
ing at a frequency 10 f ; a multiplexer of codes of bit planes
of reference channel, operating at a frequency 5 f/(N−1); a
multiplexer of reference codes and differences of HSI chan-
nels, operating at a frequency f/(N−1). In a sequential
implementation, the computational complexity of the com-
bined coder is about 2Y XCAC f +6Y X f at a large number of
spectral channels, which is about 2.5 and 28 times more than
arithmetic and RLE-coding, respectively.

Figure 7 shows the structure of combined HSI decoder.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a combined codec structure for compressing
bit planes of images without loss in the spatial domain based
on arithmetic and RLE coders is proposed. The efficiency
of combined coding for compressing channel differences of
hyperspectral images is established. The choice of optimal
combinations of bit planes for arithmetic and RLE coding
allows to increase the compression ratio of the differences
of neighboring HSI channels by an average of 1.4 and 3.1
times compared to arithmetic and RLE coding, respectively.
A rule has been developed for combined coding of differ-
ences of adjacent channels of hyperspectral images, using
arithmetic coding for the upper sign plane and bit planes 8–2,
RLE coding for bit planes 14–9, and transfer without coding
for bit planes 1–0, which made it possible to increase the
compression ratio of the differences of neighboring channels
of hyperspectral images on average 1.2 and 2.6 times com-
pared to arithmetic and RLE coding, respectively, with an
increase in computational complexity of 2.5 and 28 times.
Based on this rule, the coder structure of hyperspectral images
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TABLE IV.
THE MOST EFFECTIVE COMBINATIONS OF ARITHMETIC

AND RLE CODERS AND COMPRESSION RATIOS

Bit planes
Combinations of arithmetic and RLE coders

for differences of HSI channels
Difference 1 Difference 2 Difference 3 Difference 4

15|7 RLE RLE AC RLE AC

AC

RLE
AC14|6 RLE RLE RLE RLE RLE RLE

13|5 RLE RLE RLE RLE RLE RLE
12|4 RLE AC RLE

AC
RLE RLE NC

11|3 RLE RLE RLE RLE NC
10|2 RLE NC RLE RLE NC RLE NC
9|1 RLE NC RLE NC RLE NC RLE NC
8|0 RLE NC RLE NC RLE NC NC
CRC 3.72917 3.16748 3.15484 2.80657
CRAC 2.53492 2.29310 2.16147 2.18485
CRRLE 1.02866 0.97902 1.04260 1.03313
CRC 2.46175 3.16773 3.07913 1.93187

is developed.
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TABLE VI.
COMPRESSION RATIOS OF ONE HSI-2 CHANNEL (1024×614 PIXELS)

WITH BITWISE CHANNEL-BY-CHANNEL ENTROPY CODING
Bit planes of the 24th

spectral channel
Original size of
bit planes, bytes

Bit planes size
after coding, bytes Compression ratio

15/14–0 78592/1178880 1398/940935 56.22/1.25
15–14/13–0 157184/1100288 1398/940935 112.43/1.17
15–13/12–0 235776/1021696 1398/940902 168.65/1.09
15–12 / 11–0 314368/943104 1617/939452 194.41/1.00
15–11 / 10–0 392960/864512 6621/929097 59.35/0.93
15–10 / 9–0 471552/785920 61584/898299 7.66/0.87
15–9 / 8–0 550144/707328 80538/866182 6.83/0.82
15–8 / 7–0 628736/628736 127599/789177 4.93/0.80
15–7 / 6–0 707328/550144 201035/690999 3.52/0.80
15–6 / 5–0 785920/471552 291767/594516 2.69/0.79
15–5 / 4–0 864512/392960 397326/503015 2.18/0.78
15–4 / 3–0 943104/314368 511096/401267 1.85/0.78
15–3 / 2–0 1021696/235776 626245/307106 1.63/0.77
15–2 / 1–0 1100288/157184 737514/206867 1.49/0.76
15–1 / 0 1178880/78592 828813/109069 1.42/0.72

Fig. 7. Structure of combined decoder for hyperspectral images
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